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mount" the impression must at all costs be prevented from getting
abroad that the new cabinet was nothing but a stopgap adminis-
tration unrepresentative of the nation. Its majority must be kept
together. That was not easy to do with the Populists hyper-
sensitive, the Centrum sulky, the Democrats touchy, and the
Socialists half cock-a-hoop at their success, half bitterly dis-
appointed at the renunciation of the advance to Socialism. But
it was done for nine hectic, difficult months, and for that truly
remarkable feat much more credit goes to the chancellor than
he has ever been given. He carefully followed in his own ungainly
but effective way Stresemann's advice to refrain from putting
too great a strain on party susceptibilities; the cabinet asked
merely for a vote of approval of its declaration of policy, not for
a formal vote of confidence. Charmed with this unexpected
modesty and thanking the tact that had prevented ugly references
to principle, the Reichstag approved handsomely, the Populists
and the Centrists both returning a solemn "Aye," and without
fuss proceeded to take its usual vacation.
Although Mueller was pleased enough with the result, he knew
the respite was only temporary. Storms were blowing up all
around which he prepared to meet with his queerly attractive
imperturbability that so many people thought was stupidity. But
there was one major anxiety that, reasonably restful man as he
was, gave him sleepless nights, and that was the state of Strese-
mann's health. With his shrewd and kindly eyes he saw more
than others did; with his instinctive human understanding he
realized better than others precisely what his colleague had gone
through physically. Since 1923 Stresemann had never been out
of harness. From that dramatic day when he had first taken
office it had been one fierce call after another on his physical
and moral resources as the battle for Germany's future swayed
to and fro. It was a strain that would have utterly broken many
stronger men; lesser responsibilities had already crushed men
much stronger than he. It is only when one begins to count up
the breakdowns of German statesmen as compared, say, with
those of British statesmen that one realizes the burden that had
had to be borne. Marx, Braun, Mueller—these were men of tough

